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Abstract

Amyloidoses are diseases characterized by abnormal protein folding and self-assembly, for which no cure is available. Inhibition or modulation of abnormal protein self-assembly therefore is an attractive strategy for prevention and treatment of amyloidoses. We examined Lys-specific molecular tweezers and discovered a lead compound termed CLR01, which is capable of inhibiting the aggregation and toxicity of multiple amyloidogenic proteins by binding to Lys residues and disrupting hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions important for nucleation, oligomerization, and fibril elongation. Importantly, CLR01 shows no toxicity at concentrations substantially higher than those needed for inhibition. We used amyloid β-protein (Aβ) to further explore the binding site(s) of CLR01 and the impact of its binding on the assembly process. Mass-spectrometry and solution-state NMR demonstrated binding of CLR01 to the Lys residues in Aβ at the earliest stages of assembly. The resulting complexes were indistinguishable in size and morphology from Aβ oligomers but were non-toxic and were not recognized by the oligomer-specific antibody A11. Thus, CLR01 binds already at the monomer stage and modulates the assembly reaction into formation of non-toxic structures. The data suggest that molecular tweezers
are unique, process-specific inhibitors of aberrant protein aggregation and toxicity, which hold promise for developing disease-modifying therapy for amyloidoses.
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Introduction
Aberrant protein folding and aggregation cause over 30 human diseases.¹ For many of these diseases there is no treatment at all and in the best cases, the available therapy treats the symptoms but not the cause of the disease. Prominent examples of such diseases include Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD), prion diseases, senile systemic amyloidosis (SSA), dialysis-related amyloidosis (DRA), and type-2 diabetes (T2D). In all of these diseases, one or more proteins that are part of normal physiology, respond to genetic, environmental, or yet unknown stimuli by self-assembly into toxic oligomers and polymers.

The proteins involved can be structured or natively unstructured. Regardless of their physiologic structure or lack thereof, in disease conditions, these proteins self-associate abnormally, first into toxic oligomers and then to form amyloid fibrils.² Inhibition or modulation of these self-assembly processes, therefore, is an attractive strategy for prevention and treatment of amyloid-related diseases.³

Amyloid formation is a complex process that can proceed through many pathways. A common view of this process is as a nucleation-dependent polymerization reaction.⁴-⁶ The nucleation step has high activation energy and therefore is the rate-limiting step, following which relatively rapid fibril elongation occurs. The molecular interactions controlling both nucleation and elongation include backbone hydrogen bonds complemented by specific hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions involving side chains of particular amino acids.

We sought compounds that would interact with amyloidogenic proteins and disrupt their aberrant self-assembly, ideally at the earliest step in which monomers self-associate into small oligomers and/or nuclei. We reasoned that for effective perturbation of the oligomerization and aggregation processes, such compounds should interfere with as many types of molecular interactions as possible. We chose to focus on compounds that bind specifically to the amino acid Lys because Lys is unique in its ability to participate in both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions.⁷ In support of this rationale, Lys residues have been shown to play important roles in the assembly and toxicity of the proteins involved in AD and PD, amyloid β-protein (Aβ),⁸-¹⁰ tau,¹¹-¹⁴ and α-synuclein.¹⁵

Lys-specific “molecular tweezers” (MTs) have been reported to bind to Lys with $K_d \approx 20$ μM, with ~10-times lower affinity to Arg, and with little, if any, affinity to most other cationic biomolecules.¹⁶ This unique selectivity profile is a result of threading the relatively long and flexible butylene moiety of Lys through the MT cavity facilitating hydrophobic interactions with the MTs’ sidewalls, and simultaneous Coulombic attraction between the negatively charged bridgehead groups of the MTs and the ε-ammonium group of Lys.¹⁶ Thus, we expected that by binding to Lys, MTs might compete with the combination of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions that is important for oligimerization and aggregation of amyloidogenic proteins and prevent their toxicity. By selecting Lys as a target, we attempted to focus on the process of abnormal protein assembly itself rather than on a particular protein. Obviously, this raises the question of specificity and potential...
toxicity, because theoretically MTs would bind to any exposed Lys. However, we hypothesized that because their binding affinity is moderate, MTs might have sufficient power to disrupt the relatively weak interactions that nucleate aberrant self-assembly and at the same time not interfere with normal protein function, where binding energies typically are substantially higher. This “process-specific,” rather than protein-specific approach has not been explored to date.

Experimental Section

Materials

CLR01 and CLR03 were prepared and purified as described previously, except that NaOH, rather than LiOH, was used in the final neutralization step to yield the sodium salt of each compound. Aβ40 and Aβ42 were purchased from the UCLA Biopolymers laboratory. Islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP) was obtained from PolyPeptide Laboratories, Torrance, CA. Calcitonin (CT) and PrP(106–126) were purchased from American Peptide, Sunnyvale, CA. β2-microglobulin (β2m) was obtained from Lee Biosolutions, St, Louis, MO. Insulin, transthyretin (TTR) and lysozyme were purchased from Sigma, St. Louis, MO.

A 0N3R (embryonic) tau-containing plasmid was transformed into competent BL21(DE3)+Rosetta E. Coli bacteria. Bacteria were inoculated in 2 L NZA medium containing ampicillin and chloramphenicol and incubated at 37°C until the solution reached OD₆₀₀ = 0.5. Tau expression was induced by addition of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside and was allowed to continue for 3 h. The cells then were centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 min at 4°C. The supernate was discarded and the pellet resuspended in 20 mL lysis buffer (33 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl + protease inhibitors). Cells were disrupted by 3× French pressing at 15,000 psi and centrifuged at 13,000 g for 40 min at 4°C. The supernate was boiled and then centrifuged again at 35,000 g for 40 min at 4°C. To precipitate proteins other than tau, 30% (w/v) ammonium sulfate was added to the supernate and the solution was agitated for 30 min at 4°C. The supernate was collected after centrifugation at 20,000 g for 30 min at 4°C. Tau was precipitated by adding 40% ammonium sulfate and repeating the same process. The pellet was dissolved in BRB80 buffer (80 mM PIPES/KOH, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl₂, pH 6.8) and protein purity was determined by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue staining.

Aggregation assay

Each protein/peptide was dissolved in an appropriate buffer and incubated under suitable conditions for aggregation kinetics assays (Table 1) in the presence or absence of MTs. At different time intervals aliquots of the aggregating solutions were taken out for ThT or turbidity measurements. A pre-treatment with 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) (Sigma) was required for Aβ40, Aβ42, IAPP, and PrP(106–126) and was performed as described previously. Dry peptide films were kept at −20°C until use.

Thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence

ThT fluorescence was used to monitor the kinetics of β-sheet formation by Aβ, tau, IAPP, CT, insulin, and β2m in the absence or presence of CLR01 or CLR03. Fifty-µl aliquots of the aggregation reaction were mixed with 300 µl of 20 µM ThT (Sigma) in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, (PB) at different time points. The fluorescence was measured following 5 min incubation at λₑₓ = 452 nm and λₑₘ = 485 nm, using a Hitachi F4500 spectrofluorometer (Hitachi Instruments, Rye, NH). The data are presented as mean ± SEM of 3 independent experiments.
Turbidity

Time-dependent particle size growth of TTR and PrP(106–126) was measured based on development of turbidity in the solution by monitoring the absorbance at 360 nm using a DU640 spectrophotometer (Beckman, Brea, CA).

Electron Microscopy (EM)

Experiments were done as described previously. Briefly, 10-μl aliquots from the aggregation reactions in the absence or presence of CLR01 or CLR03 were spotted on glow-discharged, carbon-coated Formvar grids (Electron Microscopy Science, Hatfield, PA), fixed with 5 μL 2.5% glutaraldehyde, and stained with uranyl acetate. The samples were analyzed using a CX 100 transmission electron microscope (JEOL, Peabody, MA).

Cell Culture

Rat pheochromocytoma (PC-12) cells were maintained in F-12 nutrient mixture with Kaighn’s modification (F-12K) (Gibco BRL, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 15% heat-inactivated horse serum and 2.5% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Rat insulinoma (RIN5fm) cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco BRL, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with L-glutamine and 10% FBS. Cells were kept at 37°C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2.

Oligomeric preparations of proteins for toxicity assay

Following dissolution in an appropriate buffer, oligomers of the respective proteins were prepared using the conditions listed in Table 2. The oligomeric peptide/protein preparations then were added to cells at the listed concentration in the absence or presence of MTs, which were added just prior to adding to the cells, and incubated for 24 h. Cell viability was measured using the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) reduction assay as described previously. PC-12 cells were used for determining the toxicity of Aβ, CT, β2m, TTR, and PrP(106–126), whereas RIN5fm cells were used for IAPP and insulin. For cell viability assays, PC-12 cells were incubated in 96-well plates at a density of 25,000 cells per well in differentiation media (F-12K, 0.5% FBS, 100 μM nerve growth factor) for 48 h. RIN5fm cells were trypsinized and plated in 96-well plates at a density of 20,000 cells per well in RPMI 1640 medium with 1% FBS. Cell viability was assessed quantitatively by the CellTiter 96 Non Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay (Promega, Madison, WI). A positive control was 1 μM staurosporine for 100% reduction in cell viability, based on which the percentage viability of all of the experimental conditions was calculated. Plates were read using a Synergy HT microplate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT) and the absorbance at 570 nm (formazan product) minus the absorbance at 630 nm (background) was recorded. Corrected absorbance was used to calculate the percent cell viability from the experimental change \( \frac{A_{\text{media}} - A_{\text{experimental}}}{A_{\text{media}} - A_{\text{staurosporine}}} \). The data are an average of 3 independent experiments with 5 wells per condition (n=15).

Dot blot assay

Oligomers of Aβ42 were prepared in the absence or presence of MTs and probed by the oligomer-specific polyclonal antibody (pAb) A11 using a modification of previously described methods. Briefly, HFIP-treated Aβ42 was dissolved in 60 mM NaOH at 2 mM. This solution was sonicated for 1 min followed by dilution with 10 mM PB to a final peptide concentration of 45 μM. The resulting solution was maintained at room temperature without agitation for 8 days. Periodically, 2-μl aliquots were applied to nitrocellulose membranes (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The membranes were blocked for 1 h with 5% non-fat milk in 10 mM Tris-buffered saline (TBS) followed by incubation with A11 at 1:1,000 dilution or monoclonal antibody (mAb) 6E10 (Covance, Princeton, NJ) at 1:10,000 dilution in TBS.
containing 5% non-fat milk followed by appropriate horseradish peroxidase-linked secondary polyclonal antibodies (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) and developed using an Enhanced Chemiluminescence (ECL) reagent kit (Amersham Biosciences).

Dynamic light Scattering (DLS)

DLS experiments were done as described previously\textsuperscript{19} using an in-house built system with a He-Ne laser operating at 633 nm (Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) as a light source. The experiments were performed with 10 μM Aβ at Aβ:MT concentration ratios 1:10 or 1:1. Control experiments were performed with Aβ alone. Light scattered at 90° was collected using image transfer optics and detected by an avalanche photodiode built into a 256-channel correlator (Precision Detectors, Bellingham, MA). The size distribution of scattering particles was reconstructed from the scattered light correlation function using PrecisionDeconvolve deconvolution software (Precision Detectors) based on a regularization method by Tikhonov and Arsenin.\textsuperscript{23}

Molecular dynamics (MD)

MD simulations were performed on a desktop PC using MacroModel 9.0 (Schrödinger, New York, NY). The calculations assumed a temperature of 300 K and used the OPLS-2005 force field with water as the solvent (continuum solvation, GBSA).

Mass Spectrometry

Fifty-μM solutions of Aβ40 or Aβ42 mixed with CLR01 at different concentration ratios in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 7.6, were introduced into a Synapt HDMS quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Waters, Milford, MA) by electrospray ionization (ESI) and analyzed as described previously.\textsuperscript{24} Complexes were subjected to MS/MS fragmentation using ESI coupled with electron-capture dissociation (ECD) and Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) MS (LTQ-FT Ultra, Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA). The ions of interest were isolated in the linear ion trap and transferred into the ICR cell, where they were dissociated by activated ion ECD.\textsuperscript{25}

NMR Spectroscopy and titration

Lyophilized, uniformly \textsuperscript{15}N- or [\textsuperscript{15}N, \textsuperscript{13}C]-labeled Aβ40 (rPeptide, Bogart, GA) was suspended in 10 mM NaOH at a concentration of 2 mg/ml and sonicated for 1 min for disaggregation. This solution (60 μL) was diluted to 60 μM in 345 μL of 20 mM PB, pH 7.2, and 45 μL D₂O. CLR01 and CLR03 were dissolved in PB at 25 mM and diluted into the Aβ sample. NMR experiments were carried out at 4°C using Bruker 600 or 800 MHz spectrometers, each equipped with a triple-resonance cryogenic probe. NMR data were processed using NMRPipe\textsuperscript{26} and analyzed using SPARKY (T. D. Goddard and D. G. Kneller, SPARKY 3, University of California, San Francisco, http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/home/sparky/). \textsuperscript{1}H-\textsuperscript{15}N Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) spectra were acquired on a 600 MHz spectrometer with 2,048 (t₂) × 180 (t₁) complex data points, spectral widths of 7,211 Hz in \textsuperscript{1}H and 1,581 Hz in \textsuperscript{15}N, and 8 scans for each free induction decay. 2D \textsuperscript{1}H-\textsuperscript{13}C(O) spectra of the HNC(O) experiments were acquired on an 800 MHz spectrometer with 2,048 (t₂) × 128 (t₁) complex data points, spectral widths of 12,315 Hz in \textsuperscript{1}H and 3,333 Hz in \textsuperscript{13}C, and 16 scans for each free induction decay. The recycle delay was 1.5 s. The resonance assignments of free Aβ40 have been reported previously.\textsuperscript{27}
Results

We selected nine different human, disease-associated amyloidogenic peptides/proteins (Table 3), including Aβ (both Aβ40 and Aβ42), tau (embryonic isoform), α-synuclein, IAPP, CT, insulin, β₂m, TTR, and lysozyme. We also studied the amyloidogenic peptide PrP(106–126). Results for α-synuclein are reported elsewhere and it is included here for comparison. Of these proteins, Aβ, tau, α-synuclein, IAPP, calcitonin, and PrP(106–126) have been reported to be unstructured in aqueous solutions in the absence of structure-stabilizing additives, whereas insulin, β₂m, TTR, and lysozyme have a stable structure under normal physiological conditions.

Initial examination of several MT derivatives has led to selection of a lead compound called CLR01 (Figure 1a). A truncated derivative, CLR03 (Figure 1b), which cannot “embrace” the Lys side chain, was predicted to be inactive and therefore used as a negative control. CLR01 forms unique host–guest complexes with lysine derivatives by including the H₃N⁺-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂ side chain inside its own cavity. Host–guest complexes of CLR01 with Arg derivatives are significantly less stable (Supplementary Table S1).

CLR01 inhibits amyloid formation

Our first set of experiments used the proteins involved in AD, Aβ and tau. To test the effect of MTs on the aggregation of these proteins, we incubated Aβ40, Aβ42, or tau in the absence or presence of CLR01 or CLR03 and monitored β-sheet formation by ThT fluorescence and morphological changes by EM. The Aβ analogues aggregated spontaneously, whereas tau was induced to aggregate by arachidonic acid. In the absence of MTs, following a lag phase of ~10 h or ~3 h for Aβ40 and Aβ42, respectively, the ThT fluorescence increased gradually until it reached a plateau by ~75 h or ~30 h (Figure 2a and b). For tau, the increase in ThT fluorescence signal began immediately following induction and reached a plateau by ~15 h (Figure 2c). At 1:10 Aβ:CLR01, or 1:1 tau:CLR01 concentration ratios, little or no change in ThT fluorescence intensity was observed, suggesting inhibition of β-sheet formation. Examination of the protein morphology by EM showed that Aβ and tau samples incubated in the absence of MTs formed abundant fibrils whereas in the presence of CLR01, no fibrils formed (Figure 2d–f). As expected, CLR03 did not inhibit Aβ or tau fibrillogenesis or β-sheet formation, supporting the necessity of the hydrophobic sidewalls for specific binding to Lys and inhibiting aggregation. We also validated the data for Aβ using CD spectroscopy (supplementary Figure S1). Dose-dependence analysis showed complete inhibition of β-sheet formation in 10 μM Aβ42 or Aβ40 by 3-fold excess CLR01 and partial inhibition at a 1:1 concentration ratio (Supplementary Figure S2). The lower protein:CLR01 molar ratio needed for complete inhibition of tau aggregation (1:1) than of Aβ (1:3) correlates with the higher relative abundance of Lys in the tau sequence (10.5%) relative to Aβ (5.0%/4.8% in Aβ40/Aβ42, respectively, Table 3).

In view of the results described above, we asked to what extent the inhibition of aggregation by CLR01 was a general phenomenon. To answer this question, we used structured and unstructured proteins of various sizes known to form amyloid in human diseases. Based on the number, location, and relative abundance of Lys residues in each protein (Table 3 and Supplementary Figure S3), we expected that CLR01 would inhibit the aggregation of α-synuclein, insulin, β₂m, TTR, and lysozyme, but not of IAPP, which contains a single Lys residue at position 1. CT also has only one Lys residue, but this residue, Lys18, is within a sequence previously reported to be important for amyloid formation and therefore, we predicted that CLR01 might be able to inhibit CT aggregation. It was difficult to predict the impact of CLR01 on PrP(106–126), which has two Lys residues corresponding to 9.5% of
its sequence, but are located in positions 1 and 5, away from the hydrophobic, amyloidogenic region at the C-terminus.

To measure inhibition of amyloid fibril formation by CLR01, we used morphological examination by EM and ThT fluorescence as described above. However, for TTR and PrP(106–126) an increase in ThT fluorescence upon fibril formation was not detected. Therefore, we used turbidity at $\lambda = 360$ nm to measure the aggregation kinetics in these cases instead. As an initial screen, we tested the effect of 10-fold excess CLR01 or CLR03 on each protein (except IAPP). In agreement with our predictions, CLR01, but not CLR03, inhibited the fibrillogenesis of CT, insulin, $\beta_2$m, and TTR (Figure 3). As reported elsewhere, CLR01 also inhibited efficiently the aggregation of $\alpha$-synuclein. Surprisingly, contrary to our prediction, CLR01 was found to inhibit the aggregation of IAPP at a 1:1 concentration ratio. Therefore higher concentration ratios were not tested.

The conditions under which lysozyme forms fibrils in vitro, namely 1.5 mM concentration and pH 2, were found to be unsuitable for inhibition by CLR01. The pKa of phosphate groups is ~2.15. Therefore, at pH 2, the phosphate groups of CLR01 are protonated and consequently the aqueous solubility of the compound is below usable concentrations. Thus, studies with lysozyme could not be executed.

Interestingly, in some cases, the baseline ThT fluorescence or turbidity in the presence of CLR01 at $t = 0$ was higher than in the absence of CLR01. A possible explanation for this increase in initial ThT fluorescence or turbidity is that CLR01 induced rapid formation of soluble assemblies with amorphous morphology and increased $\beta$-sheet content, similar to the “fibrillar oligomers” described by Glabe et al. or the $\alpha$-$\beta$ oligomers reported by Chimon et al. This phenomenon was particularly notable in experiments using insulin, in which the fluorescence in the presence of CLR01 at $t = 0$ was as high as that of insulin incubated in the absence of CLR01 at the end of the aggregation reaction (Figure 3c). However, EM examination showed that fibrils did not form in the presence of CLR01. A close look at the morphology of insulin at $t = 0$ revealed the presence of microcrystals (Supplementary Figure S4). In the presence of CLR01, the microcrystals appeared eroded immediately following addition of the compound, as if CLR01 rapidly disaggregated the insulin microcrystals. Presumably, the resulting highly concentrated amorphous assemblies around the microcrystals bound ThT and gave rise to the high fluorescence observed at $t = 0$. Alternatively, a ternary complex of insulin, CLR01, and ThT might have formed giving rise to the high initial ThT fluorescence.

In the case of PrP(106–126), CLR01 and CLR03 had a similar, relatively mild effect on the time-dependent increase in turbidity, suggesting little or no inhibition of aggregation (Figure 3f). However, the morphology of PrP(106–126) in the presence of CLR01 was a mixture of short, worm-like fibrils and amorphous aggregates, whereas in the absence of MTs or in the presence of CLR03, abundant fibrils formed. Thus, despite a small effect of CLR01 on PrP(106–126) aggregation kinetics, the compound partially prevented formation of amyloid fibrils.

In all the cases in which CLR01 was found to inhibit aggregation at 10-fold excess in our initial screen, we characterized further the ratio of protein:CLR01 needed for inhibition of aggregation using ThT fluorescence or turbidity measurements. We found in most cases complete inhibition at 1:1 and partial inhibition at 10:1 protein:CLR01 concentration ratio (Supplementary Figure S5). These observations suggested that CLR01 inhibited both the nucleation and the elongation of fibril formation by these proteins.
CLR01 inhibits toxicity of amyloidogenic proteins in cell culture

We tested whether CLR01 protected cultured cells against toxicity induced by the amyloidogenic proteins under consideration. Differentiated PC-12 cells were used to study the toxicity induced by Aβ, CT, β2m, TTR, and PrP(106–126), whereas RIN5fm cells were used to characterize IAPP and insulin toxicity. We used the MTT reduction assay for measurement of cell viability in all cases. Before initiating inhibition experiments, we tested whether CLR01 itself was toxic to the cells. As explained above, MTs potentially can bind to any exposed Lys and at sufficiently high concentration could disrupt many cellular processes. Therefore, it was important to determine whether a sufficient window existed between CLR01 concentrations that reduced cell viability and those needed for inhibition of toxicity caused by amyloidogenic proteins. We found that in PC-12 cells, CLR01 increased cell viability by 5–15% relative to control cells at concentrations up to 200 μM (Figure 4a) and caused ~25% decrease in cell viability at 400 μM. Therefore, in subsequent inhibition experiments, we kept CLR01 concentration below 400 μM.

To measure inhibition of toxicity, proteins were incubated under conditions promoting oligomer formation (Table 2) and mixed with CLR01 or CLR03 immediately prior to adding to the cells. Cell viability was measured following 24 h of incubation. This type of assay is physiologically relevant for Aβ, CT, insulin, β2m, and TTR, and is a reasonable choice for PrP(106–126). Exogenous addition would be physiologically irrelevant for tau and hence the experiment was not conducted with tau. In our initial screen, we found that the toxic insult caused by each protein was inhibited by CLR01 at concentrations below 400 μM, except for PrP(106–126) where CLR01 showed only mild protection. Increasing the PrP(106–126):CLR01 concentration ratio up to 1:30 did not result in higher cell viability. CLR03 had no effect in all cases, as expected (Supplementary Figure S6).

Subsequent dose-dependent inhibition experiments were used to calculate the CLR01 concentration required for half-maximal inhibition (IC₅₀) in each case (Figure 4 and Table 4). As the proteins/peptides were added exogenously at different concentrations to the cells, the IC₅₀ values of CLR01 depended on the concentration of the respective protein and should be considered relative to that concentration. In most cases, the IC₅₀ value was in the same order of magnitude as the protein concentration used. Two exceptions were TTR and IAPP, for which the concentration of CLR01 needed for inhibition was 1- or 2-orders of magnitude higher than the protein concentration, respectively. Considering that the in vivo concentration of most of the amyloidogenic proteins studied here is in the nanomolar range, the data suggest that CLR01 may inhibit the toxic effect of these proteins in vivo at concentrations several orders of magnitude below its toxic concentration.

CLR01 modulates Aβ oligomerization

In subsequent experiments we aimed to explore the mechanism by which CLR01 interacts with amyloidogenic proteins and the impact of its binding on the self-assembly process. We focused these experiments on Aβ as an archetypal amyloid protein. Some experiments were done with both Aβ40 and Aβ42, whereas others used only with Aβ42 as the more amyloidogenic and toxic Aβ form.

Because the most toxic species of Aβ (and likely other amyloidogenic proteins) are believed to be soluble oligomers, we asked next how CLR01 affected Aβ oligomerization. Aβ42 oligomers were prepared according to Necula et al. and incubated in the absence or presence of MTs. Oligomer formation was examined by dot blotting using the oligomer-specific pAb A11. An identical membrane was probed with the Aβ-specific mAb 6E10 as a loading control (Figure 5a). In the absence of MTs, A11 immunoreactivity was observed already at t = 0 h and increased up to 120 h. In contrast, Aβ42 samples incubated in the
presence of CLR01 did not show A11 reactivity. As expected, CLR03 had no effect. The lack of A11 reactivity in the presence of CLR01 already at \( t = 0 \) suggested that the reaction of CLR01 with A\( \beta \) was fast and induced structural changes precluding formation of the toxic oligomers recognized by A11. It is possible also that binding of CLR01 masked A11 epitopes preventing recognition of A\( \beta \) oligomers by the antibody. However, this is unlikely because A11 is a polyclonal antibody.

The combination of the data described above suggested that CLR01 interacted with A\( \beta \) rapidly and modulated the aggregation process towards formation of non-toxic oligomers. To investigate the impact of CLR01 on the oligomer size distribution of A\( \beta \) directly and non-invasively, we used dynamic light scattering (DLS). Previously, immediately following preparation, A\( \beta \)40 and A\( \beta \)42 had been shown to form particle distributions with hydrodynamic radii \( (R_H) = 2–6 \text{ nm and } 8–10/20–60 \text{ nm, respectively, which grew in size over several days as each peptide aggregated.}^{19} \) In initial experiments using a 1:10 A\( \beta \):CLR01 concentration ratio, respectively, similar particle distributions were observed initially, but no particle growth was detected for over a month (data not shown).

In follow-up experiments, we tested the effect of CLR01 or CLR03 on A\( \beta \)42 assembly at a 1:1 concentration ratio. A moderate increase in the abundance of A\( \beta \)42 particles of \( R_H = 8–10 \text{ and } 20–60 \text{ nm was observed relative to A\( \beta \)42 prepared in the absence of MTs (Figure 5b). However, growth of larger aggregates (\( R_H = 500–1000 \text{ nm}, which was prominent in the absence of MTs, was substantially suppressed in the presence of CLR01. Interestingly, in the presence of CLR03, formation of aggregates of \( R_H = 500–1000 \text{ nm was somewhat accelerated. The data supported the interpretation that CLR01 stabilized non-toxic oligomeric A\( \beta \) populations, preventing their aggregation, and revealed that these particle populations were comparable in size to those formed by A\( \beta \) alone.}

To glean additional insight into the effect of CLR01 binding on A\( \beta \) oligomerization, we performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using A\( \beta \)42 with starting conformation based on solid-state NMR (ssNMR) data by Lührs et al.\(^{36}\) in the absence or presence of CLR01 (Supplementary Figure S7). In the beginning of the simulations, two A\( \beta \) monomers were positioned parallel to each other and separated by a distance of 8 Å. Following simulation for 1 ns, the two monomers associated with each other and established most of the intermolecular ion pairs and hydrogen bonds found in the ssNMR structure. In contrast, Lys28 complexation by CLR01 prevented any intermolecular interactions after 1 ns of simulation.

**CLR01 disintegrates pre-formed A\( \beta \) fibrils**

Next, we tested if CLR01 could disaggregate pre-formed A\( \beta \) fibrils. Ten-fold excess CLR01 was added to solutions of A\( \beta \)40 or A\( \beta \)42 at two different time points during fibril maturation—an early time point, in which immature fibrils were still forming, and a late time point, in which abundant mature fibrils were present. In both case, we found that CLR01 disaggregated the fibrils slowly yet efficiently (Figure 6) suggesting that CLR01 might dissolve amyloid plaques *in vivo*. Similarly, CLR01 was found to disaggregate pre-formed \( \alpha \)-synuclein\(^{28} \) and IAPP\(^{39} \) fibrils.

**CLR01 binding sites on A\( \beta \)**

Though multiple inhibitors of amyloidogenic proteins in general, and A\( \beta \) in particular, have been described in the literature, the mode of interaction and binding sites of such inhibitors are largely unknown. In contrast, MTs were chosen based on their known binding specificity for Lys. A\( \beta \) contains two Lys and one Arg residues, at positions 16, 28, and 5, respectively. CLR01 was expected to bind each of these residues and have higher affinity for Lys than for
Arg (reference 16 and Supplementary Table S1). The actual affinity for each residue would result from a combination of intrinsic affinity and steric accessibility. To determine the binding sites of CLR01 on Aβ, we used two independent methods—mass spectrometry coupled with electron capture dissociation (ECD-MS), and solution-state NMR.

Electrospray ionization coupled with ECD and Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance (ICR)MS provides sequence data by scission of peptide bonds while keeping non-covalent complexes intact. To explore the binding sites of CLR01 on Aβ, 50-μM solutions of Aβ40 or Aβ42 were mixed with CLR01 at different concentration ratios. In samples containing 100 μM CLR01, we observed Aβ complexes with up to 3 bound CLR01 molecules (data not shown), suggesting binding at all three possible locations—Lys16, Lys28, and Arg5. The 1:1 Aβ:CLR01 complexes could be enriched by lowering CLR01’s concentration to 50 μM (i.e., 1:1 concentration ratio). The ions of interest were isolated in a linear ion trap and transferred to the ICR cell where they were subjected to ECD followed by MS/MS fragmentation. Figure 7 shows a schematic MS/MS fragmentation profile of the 4+–charged, 1:1 Aβ40:CLR01 and Aβ42:CLR01 complexes below each spectrum. Aβ fragments of the c-(retaining the N-terminus) and z*- (retaining the C-terminus) production series were observed. Some product ions from dissociation of the polypeptide backbone corresponded to unbound peptide, whereas other product ions retained binding to CLR01. At some positions along the peptide chain (indicated by double black lines), product ions were observed in both CLR01-bound and unbound states. The observation of CLR01-bound c-product ions containing Lys16 (c16) and CLR01-bound z*-product ions containing His14 (z27) in Aβ40 indicated that CLR01 bound within the Aβ(14–16) region, most likely at Lys16. Similar results were observed in Aβ42, where CLR01-bound c- and z*-product ions were observed to contain Lys16 (c16) and His 13 (z30), respectively, suggesting that the binding was located in Aβ(13–16), most likely at Lys16.

In NMR experiments with full-length Aβ we used Aβ40 because its higher aqueous solubility relative to Aβ42 facilitated obtaining high-quality spectra. Aβ40 concentration was kept constant at 60 μM and CLR01 concentration was increased from 6 to 30 μM. 1H-15N and 1H-13C Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC, H(N)CO) 2D-NMR experiments were performed using Aβ40 at 60 μM in the absence (Figure 8a) or presence (Figure 8b–d) of different concentrations of CLR01. These experiments showed substantial perturbation of resonances already at an Aβ40:CLR01 concentration ratio 10:1, respectively (Figure 8d). The degree of perturbation was largest in residues surrounding Lys16 and Lys28. In addition, we observed the disappearance of the side-chain, but not the backbone, NH resonance of Arg5 (cf. Figure 8a and b). The observed decrease in peak intensities were likely due to the line-broadening effect of CLR01 binding. The NMR data suggested that binding of CLR01 occurred predominantly at the two Lys residues and to a lesser extent at Arg5, as expected. Importantly, the data demonstrated binding of CLR01 to Aβ monomers, already at a 10:1 Aβ:CLR01 concentration ratio, respectively. At higher concentrations of CLR01, resonances along the entire sequence were perturbed (Figure 8c,d), likely due to self-assembly of Aβ into oligomers, a conclusion supported by the observation of particle populations consistent with oligomers at the earliest time points in the DLS experiments (Figure 5b). In the presence of CLR03 at concentrations up to 240 μM, no resonance perturbation was observed (Supplementary Figure S8).

In other 1H-NMR experiments, we used CLR01 and Aβ(15–29) at 4:1 concentration ratio, respectively. In these experiments, the specific inclusion of Lys side chains as guests inside the host MT cavity was detected directly by a large, complexation-induced shift of the guest signals Δδmax (Supplementary Figure S9) assigned to the δ- and ε-methylene groups of Lys. In contrast, the 1H-NMR chemical shifts of all other amino acid subunits were not affected.
The $\Delta \delta_{\text{max}}$ values (~$-4$ ppm) found for the complexed Lys subunits in A$\beta$(15–29) matched those observed for smaller Lys derivatives (Supplementary Table S1).

**Discussion**

Diseases of aberrant protein folding and assembly are a tremendous threat to global public health. Over 35-million people suffer from AD alone, and the numbers of patients are increasing steeply threatening to create a global financial crisis.\textsuperscript{40} Effective inhibition or modulation of the aberrant assembly process therefore is an appealing strategy for preventing and/or treating these diseases. Achieving this goal, however, is complicated due to the metastable nature of amyloidogenic protein oligomers and the unfavorable characteristics of amyloid fibrils as targets\textsuperscript{41,42}. Though amyloidogenic proteins comprise distinct amino acid sequences, amyloid fibrils\textsuperscript{2} and oligomers of amyloidogenic proteins\textsuperscript{38} each share a great deal of structural similarity, which largely is sequence-independent. It is therefore not surprising that inhibitors have been found to arrest the aggregation of more than one protein.\textsuperscript{43,44} However, to our knowledge, this is the first study in which compounds were sought using a rational approach with the goal to obtain agents that inhibit general amyloid protein assembly and toxicity in a process-specific manner.

Based on the idea of targeting an amino acid residue that participates in all types of the key interactions involved in the nucleation, oligomerization, and elongation processes, we used Lys-specific MTs and found a lead compound, CLR01, which is capable of disrupting the aggregation and toxicity of multiple disease-related proteins. CLR01 was found to inhibit formation of amyloid fibrils by proteins related to AD (A$\beta$ and tau, Figure 2), PD ($\alpha$-synuclein)\textsuperscript{28}, T2D (IAPP), and several other amyloid-related diseases (Figure 3). In most cases, the inhibition of aggregation correlated with inhibition of toxicity of these proteins in cell culture (Figures 3 and 4 and Table 4), suggesting that both were mediated by CLR01 binding to exposed Lys residues and preventing their intra- and intermolecular interactions. Importantly, our toxicity experiments were designed to assess inhibition of the harmful action of toxic oligomers rather than the disruption of the oligomers themselves. Thus, proteins were incubated under conditions that promote oligomerization and CLR01 was added to this preparation immediately before addition to the cells. The data suggest that CLR01 indeed inhibits the toxicity of the oligomers, either by rapidly modulating them into non-toxic structures or by preventing their interaction with their cellular targets.

An exception to the list of proteins inhibited by CLR01 was PrP(106–126), which contains two Lys residues at the N-terminus, away from the long amyloidogenic C-terminal sequence, providing little opportunity for CLR01 binding to interfere with the aggregation. Thus, despite modulating the aggregation of PrP(106–126) into predominantly non-fibrillar structures, CLR01 had little effect on PrP(106–126) aggregation kinetics as measured by turbidity (Figure 3) and only partially attenuated PrP(106–126)-induced toxicity at $\geq$$10$-fold excess (Figure 4). This result, however, does not exclude the possibility that CLR01 may inhibit the conversion of full-length human PrP, which contains 10 Lys residues corresponding to $4.8\%$ of the sequence, from the soluble, cellular form, PrP$^\text{C}$, to the insoluble, toxic, and infectious scrapie form, PrP$^\text{Sc}$. We also could not study the inhibition of lysozyme aggregation by CLR01 because in vitro lysozyme aggregation requires very low pH and high concentration, which are incompatible with CLR01 solubility. However, in vivo lysozyme aggregates at physiologic pH and substantially lower concentrations and its aggregation may be inhibited by CLR01.

The observation that CLR01 inhibited IAPP aggregation and toxicity was surprising because IAPP has a single N-terminal Lys, away from the sequences known to be involved in the amyloid core.\textsuperscript{45} Moreover, CLR01 appeared to inhibit IAPP aggregation effectively, even at
substoichiometric concentrations. However, unlike with most of the other proteins examined, for which the concentration required for inhibition of aggregation was similar to that needed for inhibition of toxicity, in the case of IAPP, high excess CLR01 was needed for inhibition of toxicity. This discrepancy between the stoichiometries of inhibition of aggregation and toxicity suggests that interactions other than CLR01 binding to Lys1 in IAPP may mediate the inhibition. Subsequent studies support this hypothesis and will be reported elsewhere in the near future.39 How inhibitors of protein aggregation bind to their targets and what structures form as a result of inhibitor binding are difficult questions to answer. Here, we used Aβ as a model protein for elucidating the structural details of CLR01 binding and its effect on the resulting assemblies. We found that CLR01 stabilized oligomeric Aβ structures that were similar in size (Figure 5b) to those forming in the absence of CLR01. Nevertheless, unlike the Aβ oligomers formed in the absence of inhibitors, those that formed in the presence of CLR01 did not bind A11 (Figure 5a) and were not toxic to differentiated PC-12 cells. These observations suggest that CLR01 modulates the structure of early Aβ assemblies in a subtle way that cannot be detected easily by gross morphological or spectroscopic methods, such as EM or DLS, but is sufficient to render the resulting assemblies non-toxic and prevent their further aggregation. Notably, stabilization of non-toxic oligomers appears to be a general mechanism for inhibitors of Aβ assembly and toxicity, including scyllo-inositol,46 epigallocatechin gallate,43 resveratrol,47 and other polyphenols,48 and peptides derived from the C-terminus of Aβ42.49 If this mechanism is found to be applicable to other amyloidogenic proteins, the data imply that maintaining the culprit proteins soluble and non-toxic in vivo may be sufficient to allow their degradation by natural cellular clearance mechanisms, as demonstrated recently for α-synuclein.28

The moderate binding affinity of CLR01 for Lys residues16 and NMR titration experiments (Supplementary Table S1) suggest that the binding is highly labile (high on–off rate). Our data support the hypothesis that this labile binding is sufficient for interfering with the weak molecular interactions that lead to formation of oligomers or nuclei. We speculate that at the same time, the moderate-affinity binding of CLR01 may not interfere with normal cellular function until concentrations substantially higher than those needed for inhibition are used (Figure 4a). This putative mechanism needs further validation and is beyond the scope of the present study. In this context, it is important to remember that solvent-exposed Lys residues commonly are utilized for attachment of various tags (e.g., biotin, fluorescent dyes) without interfering with biological activity of stably folded proteins. It is therefore plausible that labile binding of CLR01 to these proteins would not affect their bioactivity.

Lys-specific MTs represent a novel, process-specific approach to preventing pathologic protein assembly and therefore are promising drug candidates for treatment and/or prevention of amyloid-related diseases. Recent investigation has demonstrated that CLR01 rescued Aβ-induced decrease in dendritic spine morphology and number, miniature excitatory post-synaptic currents, and long-term potentiation, and significantly reduced Aβ plaque load in the brain of AD transgenic mice.51 These data and rescue of α-synuclein-induced toxicity in a zebrafish model28 suggest that CLR01 also is an effective inhibitor of amyloidogenic proteins’ toxicity in vivo.
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Figure 1. Molecular structures of MTs
a) CLR01. b) CLR03. These compounds are slightly basic in aqueous solution and the phosphate groups are partially protonated at pH 7.4.
Figure 2. CLR01 inhibits Aβ and tau aggregation
The effect of MTs on β-sheet formation by a) Aβ40, b) Aβ42, and c) embryonic tau was assessed by measuring ThT fluorescence. The data are presented as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. Morphological analysis of d) Aβ40, e) Aβ42, and f) tau in the absence or presence of MTs was examined at the end of each aggregation reaction. Scale bars indicate 100 nm.
Figure 3. CLR01 inhibits assembly of multiple amyloidogenic proteins
IAPP, CT, insulin, β2m, TTR, or PrP(106–126) were incubated in the absence or presence of
the indicated amount of CLR01 or CLR03. The reactions were monitored by ThT
fluorescence or turbidity as indicated in each panel. The data represent mean ± SEM of three
independent experiments. At the completion of each aggregation reaction, aliquots were
spotted on carbon-coated grids and examined by EM.
Figure 4. Dose-dependent inhibition of toxicity of amyloidogenic proteins by CLR01

a) Increasing concentrations of CLR01 were incubated with differentiated PC-12 cells for 24 h and cell viability was measured using the MTT reduction assay. The data are presented as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. b–h) Oligomeric preparations of each protein, at the concentration indicated in the appropriate panel, were added to differentiated PC-12 or RIN5fm cells in the absence or presence of increasing CLR01 concentrations. Cell viability was measured using the MTT assay. The data are presented as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments.
Figure 5. CLR01 modulates Aβ42 oligomerization
a) Aβ42 oligomers were prepared as described in the methods section in the absence or presence of CLR01 or CLR03 and incubated up to 8 d. Immunoreactivity was probed using pAb A11 or mAb 6E10 as a loading control. b) Aβ assembly size distribution in the presence or absence of MTs was monitored using DLS. Ten-μM Aβ42 were incubated with 10 μM CLR01 or CLR03 at room temperature with no agitation and particle size distribution was monitored for 5–6 d.
Figure 6. CLR01 disaggregates Aβ fibrils
Disaggregation of pre-formed a) Aβ40 or b) Aβ42 fibrils by CLR01 was studied by adding 10-fold excess CLR01 to aggregating solutions of 10 μM Aβ40 or Aβ42 at 21 h (disaggregation reaction D1) or 15 d (D2) after initiation of aggregation. The reactions were monitored using ThT fluorescence and EM. The micrographs show the morphology in samples incubated in the absence or presence of CLR01 at different time points. Scale bars indicate 100 nm.
Figure 7. Binding sites of CLR01 on Aβ investigated by ECD-MS
Mass spectra are shown at the top of each panel. Schematic MS/MS fragmentation profile of a) the 4+-charged 1:1 Aβ40:CLR01 complex and b) Aβ42:CLR01 complex are shown below each spectrum. Aβ fragments of the c- (retaining the N-terminus) and z*- (retaining the C-terminus) product ion series were observed in each case. Some product ions from dissociation of the polypeptide backbone corresponded to unbound peptide (single black line), whereas other product ions retained binding to CLR01 (single red line). At some positions along the peptide chain, product ions were observed in both CLR01-bound and unbound states (double black lines).
Figure 8. CLR01 binding sites on Aβ determined by solution-state 2D-NMR
a) $^{15}$N-$^1$H spectrum of Aβ40 alone (red or green). b) $^{15}$N-$^1$H spectrum of Aβ40 in the presence of 30 μM CLR01 (cyan). Red circles indicate resonances that disappeared completely upon addition of CLR01. c) Resonance perturbation upon addition of 30 μM CLR01 to 60 μM Aβ40. d) Aβ40:CLR01 mixtures were analyzed by 2D solution-state H(N)CO NMR experiments. Aβ40 concentration was kept constant at 60 μM and CLR01 concentration was increased from 6 to 30 μM.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein (concentration in μM)</th>
<th>Preparation</th>
<th>Incubation conditions</th>
<th>Assay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>Agitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aβ40 (10)</td>
<td>Preparation A: HFIP-treated peptide films were dissolved in 60 mM sodium hydroxide (10% of the final volume), followed by addition of 45% deionized water. The solution was sonicated for 1 min followed by addition of 20 mM PB (45% of the final volume)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aβ42 (10)</td>
<td>Preparation A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tau (4)</td>
<td>Tau stock solution (15.24 μM) was incubated with 5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) for 10 min at room temperature followed by mixing with buffer containing 10 mM HEPES and 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.6, and incubated for an additional 15 min, after which 150 μM arachidonic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the reaction to initiate the fibrillization process.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAPP (10)</td>
<td>Preparation A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT (25)</td>
<td>10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin (10)</td>
<td>10 mM glycine-HCl, pH 3.5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β2m (20)</td>
<td>10 mM sodium acetate, pH 3.2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTR (7.2)</td>
<td>10 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrP(106–126) (10)</td>
<td>Preparation A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2

Oligomeric Preparations of different proteins for toxicity assay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein (concentration added to cells in μM)</th>
<th>Preparation conditions</th>
<th>Pre-treatment before addition to cells</th>
<th>Incubation</th>
<th>Agitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aβ40 (15)</td>
<td>Dissolved in minimal volume of 60 mM NaOH, followed by dilution in F-12K medium, pH 7.4.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aβ42 (10)</td>
<td>Dissolved in minimal volume of 60 mM NaOH, followed by dilution in F-12K medium, pH 7.4.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAPP (0.01)</td>
<td>Dissolved in minimal volume of 60 mM NaOH, followed by dilution in RPMI medium, pH 7.4.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT (15)</td>
<td>Dissolved in deionized water</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin (5)</td>
<td>Dissolved in 10 mM glycine-HCl, pH 3.0. Modification of previously published protocol</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β2m (10)</td>
<td>Dissolved in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 3.2.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTR (1)</td>
<td>Dissolved in deionized water and dialyzed against sterile (autoclaved) water (pH 7–8) for 2 h. The resulting solution was diluted to 18 μM in sterile water.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrP(106–126) (10)</td>
<td>Dissolved in deionized water.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amyloidogenic proteins used in the present study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Length (aa)</th>
<th>Lys</th>
<th>% Lys</th>
<th>Arg</th>
<th>% Arg</th>
<th>Associated Disease</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aβ40, Aβ42</td>
<td>40, 42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.0, 4.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5, 2.4</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tau (embryonic)</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>AD, tauopathies</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Synuclein</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>PD, synucleinopathies</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAPP</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Type-2 diabetes</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Medullary Carcinoma of the Thyroid</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Injection-related nodular amyloidosis</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β2m</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Dialysis-related amyloidosis</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTR</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Senile systemic amyloidosis, Familial amyloid polyneuropathy</td>
<td>60, 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysozyme</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>Familial visceral amyloidosis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrP (106–126)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4
CLR01 inhibits toxicity of amyloidogenic proteins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Concentration in toxicity assay (µM)</th>
<th>Cells</th>
<th>IC50 (µM)</th>
<th>IC50:Conc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aβ40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>PC-12</td>
<td>14±11</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aβ42</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>PC-12</td>
<td>52±18</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Synuclein</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>PC-12</td>
<td>3±1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAPP</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>RIN5 fm</td>
<td>6±3</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>PC-12</td>
<td>28±4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>RIN5 fm</td>
<td>13±2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β2m</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>PC-12</td>
<td>28±6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PC-12</td>
<td>54±19</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>